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Saturday May 21

Sunday May 22

Box Office | 8:00 AM – 7:00 PM

Box Office | 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM

Exhibitor Hall | 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM

Exhibitor Hall | 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM

AP (All ages)

14P (14 and up)

MP (Mature)

18+ (18 and up)

Programming in this block
suitable for all ages.

Programming in this block
suitable for patrons 14 years
old and up. Content may
include coarse language,
violence, nudity and/or
content not recommended
for a younger audience.
Parent of appointed
guardian guidance
recommended.

Programming in this block
is suitable for patrons 18
years old and up. Content
may include coarse
language, violence, nudity
and/or mature subject
matter. Minors must be
accompanied by a parent or
appointed guardian. Photo
ID must be shown at the
door.

Programming in this block
suitable for adults only. No
minors will be admitted.
Photo ID must be shown at
the door.

Reach Us On:
Facebook Twitter Instagram Discord

Acknowledgment
Otafest acknowledges that the land we gather on is the traditional territory of the people of the
Treaty 7 region in Southern Alberta, which includes the Blackfoot Confederacy (comprising the
Siksika, Piikani and Kainai First Nations), as well as the Tsuut’ina First Nation, and the Stoney
Nakoda (including the Chiniki, Bearspaw, and Wesley First Nations). The City of Calgary is also the
home of the Métis Nation of Alberta, Region III.
Calgary is home to many First Nations peoples from across Turtle Island. We acknowledge that
settlers on the land occupy and directly benefit from the process of colonization.
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Welcome to Otafest!
To connect with family and friends after a very longtime, what better way of
renewing and enriching these lost interactions than an event that brings many
together once more?
Imagine a place to give you the space to be yourself, to learn useful new things, to
mature your personality, and to build everlasting friendships...
... while experiencing it at an event that celebrates the many cultural aspects of
Japanese pop culture - all conveniently located right here in Calgary.
Now stop imagining because Otafest has returned!
Fans like yourself, whether new or seasoned members, should (and will) continue to
enjoy this inclusive community that fosters growth, confidence and opportunities
to be not just you, but a better you.
Don’t take our word for it: just look at what some of our biggest long-term fans has
to say about the supportive environment and ties which they have come to be a
part of.
This is their message that they want to share with you!

UCHIDA Tatsukuni
Jenny Chan
Iain George
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It has been many many years since Japanese
animation and cartoon also known as
“Japanimation” and “Manga” became popular
in North America. We know nowadays we
can enjoy a proverbial kaleidoscope of works
made in various countries.
Even it is so, I am very much honoured
to make greetings for the event as
representative of this piece of international
culture, and it makes me smile to recognise
“Otafest” must be a combined word of
“Otaku”, which originally means Anime fan in
Japanese, and Festival.
Without a doubt, 20-plus years of Otafest history is the result of the dedicated and hard-working community of
volunteers and organizers who give their time to create an event where fans of Japanese pop culture from all walks of life
can come together to enjoy and celebrate their shared passion.
I’d like to express my sincerest gratitude to the Otafest Film and Cultural Planning Committee for their tireless efforts to
promote Japanese pop culture, art and other media in Calgary over so many years. Even though COVID-19 prevented us
from enjoying Otafest 2020, I was fortunate enough to be able to participate in the online version of the event held in
2021 and I’m so happy that I can join you once-again to celebrate this event in-person at long last.
As an anime convention, Otafest has been greatly successful at helping to build a strong and vibrant fan community
which helps to promote mutual understanding and acceptance through the shared interest in the creative and wonderful
worlds and stories of anime.
It is wonderful that we can come back together face-to-face and enjoy Otafest again. It is truly heartwarming to see
through our shared enthusiasm for event such as this, Japan and Canada continue to have such a strong bond of
friendship. I wish you all a very fun weekend at Otafest 2022.
Consul-General
UCHIDA Tatsukuni
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*CUE AWKWARD LAUGHING*

Thank you for being a part of my Otafam. I’m so, so happy
to be able to see you again!

You know, <rubbing back of head sheepishly> I was pretty
sure that the last time I got to write this Chair’s message
back in 2019 was gonna be my last time in this particular
saddle, so I ugly-cried-while-pouring-my-heart out to all
of you in a rather embarrassing display of overwhelming
sappiness. Yet, three years and a global pandemic later
and somehow, I find myself back here in front of you once
again, and all I can say is that it is with utmost gratitude,
that I am able to write this message once more for all of
you.

Cheers,
Jenny Chan
Otafest 2022 Chair

The last couple of years have been brutal sailing for arts
and events, and there were a few times I wasn’t sure if we
were going to make it.
To all of you who helped us keep our lights on, from the
bottom of my heart: Thank You. Thank You so, so very
much. Thank you for sticking by us as we weathered the
storm. Thank you so much for your patience with us as we
made mistakes, and did our best to learn from them. Thank
you so much for your generosity and kindness with us as
we tried, like so many of you, to make do with less.
I am so very thankful to be able to have another Otafest
again. I am so thankful to be able to gather with my tribe,
to celebrate our love for all things anime with all of you.
If it’s anything I’ve learned over the last three years, it’s
to not take anything for granted. Anytime we can come
together is a time to be treasured.
Please, enjoy this year’s Otafest. It’s a special one. Take in
the guests, the cosplay, the showings. Laugh loudly with
your friends. Make memories of joy. Dance the night away.
Support the artists and exhibitors, who have been itching
for literally years to see you again. Hug an anxious, sleepdeprived volunteer staffer.
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Dear Otafest community,
I am overjoyed to welcome you to Otafest 2022!
These past two years have been an impossible challenge
for all of us. From the direct impacts of the pandemic
to the institutional inequities many members of our
community continue to face we acknowledge that
everyone is coming back to Otafest in a different mindset.
As an organization, putting our community and team first
has always been our number one priority. Cancelling our
event not once but twice was a difficult and profoundly
painful decision to make as a team, but it was the right one
that honours one of Otafest’s core values, belonging, by
making sure we hold a space that is safe above all.
These past two years have given me a chance to reflect
on what it means to be a part of the Otafest community.
During this time, I have constantly observed and been
reminded of the resilience of every one of you. Through
the bonds that form this community, we all draw strength
from each other. No matter what happens in the world
around us, we help each other celebrate our joyful days
and endure our difficult ones. As a community we join in
both joy and grief.

At Otafest, will continue to strive to be a place where we
get to come together. As an inclusive safe place where you
can be who you are and are celebrated for everything that
makes you – you!
Finally, Otafest is a non-profit society run 100% by
volunteers, from our day-of team to our planning
committee and board.
I thank all of you for holding through all the trials and
challenges that we have faced these past years. Your
tireless passion and dedication has brought us here,
making the show happen each year! Through all of these
challenges, whether staff, volunteers, or community, we
have made it to the other end together. And with that, we
are so happy to present Otafest 2022.
Thank you for coming to Otafest, please enjoy the show!
Iain George
Otafest 2022 President

In 2021, we saw Otafest morph, as many conventions did,
into a virtual event that helped bridge the gap for so many
in the community to come together with a collective sense
of belonging. From live streamed performances to Gunpla
build-alongs to guests’ panels and a little family feud with
Animethon, we were given a glimpse of the spectacular
nature of our community. Even from the virtual landscape,
Otafest had a chance to do what we love best: celebrate
and have fun with all of you.
Through it all though, I have seen determination and
passion shining through. From the cosplayer who
masterfully pushes the limit of their craft with each stitch,
to the panelist who tirelessly weaves together the history
of anime, to the gamer who is ready to show off their
fastest time through a retro console game, and all fans
of nerd culture far and wide, we are honoured to host a
gathering place for this incredible group of people.
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Otafest Charity Initiative

Everyone should be given a positive opportunity to foster an identity. For
those that have found it (or are still searching) it’s simple to give back and
help others do the same.

Skipping Stone’s values of empowerment, support and love strongly align
with ours, and together we look forward to creating a positive, affirming,
inclusive, and diverse community.

While Otafest can offer a venue to bloom, the support needs to be
available even after the event ends! Especially in our niche, you may know
someone who is facing challenges with acceptance.

It’s easy to support them through Otafest events that you are already
conveniently attending:

For 2022, our charity initiative supports the Skipping Stone Foundation.
Skipping Stone removes these barriers by connecting trans and gender
diverse youth, adults, and families with comprehensive and low barrier
access to the support they need and deserve.
But first, a little background:
Founded in 2016 with the goal of providing trans and gender diverse
youth positive and affirming opportunities surrounding their gender
identity and expression through providing scholarships and community
building events, Skipping Stone grew to act as a system and services
guide, assisting the youth and families in accessing supports and
navigating the system, including health care, education and social
services.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Otafest Charity Auction
Maid Cafe
Gunpla Hangar Events
Angel Passes
Sketch Drive
Donation Collection Jars... and more!

The goal? Please help us reach our $5,000 goal to support their
continued drive towards a more positive environment for yourself and
those that are close to you.
As a bonus, remember to attend closing ceremonies for our traditional
fundraising announcement which includes some entertaining (and often
embarrassing) games featuring our planning team for your enjoyment!

In 2017 Skipping Stone started to act as direct service provider
and in 2018 it launched its unique, innovative, community-driven,
comprehensive care model.
By 2019 Skipping Stone had provided life-changing services to
thousands of trans and gender diverse youth, families and adults across
the province.
Skippingstone.ca
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Guests of Honour
No doubt about it - you’ve cried; you’ve laughed; you’ve learned; and you’ve been
entertained by anime. In every challenging, inspirational, or cherished moment that
anime has helped you through, there’s a person behind that character, from that
show or medium, which made it all possible.
We recognize this importance - that is why, year after year, Otafest strives to bring
the voices behind these priceless moments straight to you. These are amazing
people who, just like their fans, have welcomed and turned anime into something
beyond just shows to watch!
Meet them, greet them, exchange a story, and grab a precious autograph or picture
to take home as a memorabilia of events that will remain with you for a longtime!
Not only that, but we have guests from the field of cosplay, industry professionals,
musical artists, live performers, and design experts. They are here to entertain,
provide services and insightful views, into this popular culture.
Just by meeting them, it’s an experience that is fulfilling and one that we are
honoured to present for you!

Voice Actors
Cosplay and Industry Guests
Arts and Entertainment Guests
Musical Guests
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Griffin Burns
Excited to come see and get a chance to chat with some fantastic voice actors? Well Griffin
Burns is excited to come see all of you!
Griffin Burns is an LA-based voice actor and musician most known for his work as Childe in
Genshin Impact, Doppio in Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure, Akira in Devilman Crybaby, Tadano in
Aggretsuko, Muichiro in Demon Slayer, Colt Grice in Attack on Titan, Shalnark in Hunter X
Hunter, Ryota Suzui in Kakegurui, Ritsuka Fujimaru in Fate/Grand Order The Movie, Geordo
Stuart in My Next Life as a Villainess, Canute in Vinland Saga, Dendritic Cell in Cells at Work!,
Todd Snap in New Pokémon Snap, Hilbert in Pokémon Masters, Shinichi Kudo in Lupin III vs
Detective Conan, Nagi Karman in Scarlet Nexus, Jintan in Anohana, and many others.
When he’s not voicing anime or video games, he enjoys singing and playing guitar in his band
New New Girlfriend. Griffin is always down to engage with his fans, so come by and say hi!
Following Griffin on social media @www.griffinburns.com and Twitter @thegriffinburns and
instgram @mygriffinburns

Brenden Hunter
Voice acting is a growing industry always looking for talent, and Brendan Hunter is a piece of
homegrown talent.
Calgary voice acting legend Brendan Hunter is back again for Otafest 2022! He charmed us all
last year with Anime Family Feud: Otafest vs Animethon, and we can’t wait to see how amazing
his beard’s grown since!
From his impressive repertoire of characters you know him best as Hisoka from Hunter X
Hunter, and Tien in Dragonball! Recently he’s been involved in international anime productions
and has so much to share with you, the fans!
See Brendan’s updates at brendanhunter.com and on Twitter @brendan_hunter!

Keith Silverstein
Keith Silverstein is instantly recognizable from his unmistakable roles as Zhongli from Genshin
Impact, Torbjörn in Overwatch and Hisoka on Hunter X Hunter. The list goes on with Hawk
Moth on the fan favourite Miraculous-Tales of Ladybug & Cat Noir, Speedwagon in Jojo’s
Bizarre Adventure, Gouhin in Beastars, and Jetfire in the Netflix Original series, Transformers,
War for Cybertron trilogy.
He can also be heard as Iyami in Mr. Osomatsu, En in Dorohedoro, and Vector the Crocodile
in the Sonic The Hedgehog franchise. Resident Evil fans know him as H.U.N.K. Soul Calibur
fans will recognize him as Zasalamel, and the villainous Masayoshi Shido in Persona 5. Other
notable credits include Lupin the IIIrd and Dr. Wily in Megaman.
With so many more roles under his belt and an instantly recognizable voice, you’re sure to
have a great time with Keith Silverstein. Like the wealth of characters he’s voiced, allow him to
share his wealth of experiences and stories within the voice acting industry with you.
For more info, visit his website at www.keithsilverstein.com, or check out Keith Silverstein on
Instagram, and @SilverTalkie on Twitter.
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AK Wirru

Sonia Blade

Fighting Dreamers Production – Twinfools

Have you ever had to pick your jaw off the floor
after witnessing an incredible cosplay? Well,
prepare to gather that jaw up once more as you
meet international award-winning cosplayer,
A.K. Wirru! Be inspired! Be amazed! A.K. Wirru
travels the world as a cosplay competition
judge and workshop presenter, and he could be
giving you tips on your next costume!

As an inspiration for cosplayers both aspiring
and active, Sonia Blade is excited to inspire and
educate the next generation of cosplayers. No
matter who you are Sonia is happy to include
you in all things cosplay! Her handmade corsets
and ball gowns are sure to bring you delight, as
expected from an award-winning Afro-Latina
cosplayer. Join her at her instructional panels,
and perhaps you’ll pick up the secrets to these
captivating pieces.

Cosplayers with a message to encourage
anyone to cosplay regardless of any labels is
something we all welcome. As such, we are
so very proud to have Twinfools of Fighting
Dreamers Production returning to Otafest!
They last impressed us in person with their
cosplay knowhow at Otafest Aurora 2014,
and we were genuinely moved by their
thoughtful panel, Coming Out in Cosplay, all
about the intersections of cosplay and the
LGBTQ+ community! We cannot overstate the
importance of their messaging enough.

Check out his work at akwirru.com and follow
him on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook @
amenokitarou

Follow Sonya on Twitter and Instagram @
soniabladecos

Follow Twinfools on Twitter @Twinfoolz and
Instagram @Twinfools!

Jinnie McManus
Walking away with sweet stuff is always rewarding, but how can you be sure you get your money’s
worth? You spent your hard earned money on that merchandise and you want to be sure that it’s
worth every penny spent. Don’t you worry, Jinnie McManus is here to save your wallet!
Jinnie has been involved with running anime conventions for 20+ years and telling official licensed
goods from bootlegs is a valuable skill she’s eager to pass onto you. She’ll teach everyone how
to make sure that what they’re purchasing is a legitimate, licensed good and not some low value
imitation. Come to Jinnie and learn the skills to ensure you leave any convention with the real deal.
The last thing anyone wants is buyer’s remorse.

Crunchyroll
CRUNCHYROLL. CRUNCHYROLL. CRUNCHYROLL. The premier place to stream your anime in the
western speaking world, we are so very pleased that Crunchyroll will be coming to Otafest once
more for 2022! Crunchyroll has done so much for anime festivals in this country; here’s your chance
to go shake JM’s hand in the exhibitor’s hall, and bust a gut laughing while winning prizes at their
panels, Senpai Notice Me, and Anime Confessions!
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The 404s

Larissa Crawford/Future Ancestors

Drag Artists

Need a good laugh or enjoy witty back-andforths? The 404s will delight you with their
Geekprov and lightning quick wit, so be ready
for non-stop laughter . It’s been 10 long years
since we’ve had the honour of hosting them,
but finally they’ve returned to Otafest in style
with applause, and of course, an eruption of
laughter!

In Otafest’s continuous journey of learning and
improvement, we are very excited to present
Larissa as a special guest speaker to the broader
Otafest community! Through her incredible
insight and connection to Mohkinstsis (Calgary,
Alberta), we hope Otafest isn’t just a fun party,
but a place where we can all genuinely connect
and share love.

Experience a world where all are welcome
and anyone is free to be who they want to be.
Come join the Drag Artists! Join our Calgarian
drag royalty for an EEVEE-ning of fun as they
kick off Otafest Amplified by DRAGging you
into a whole new world of excitement. Drag
isn’t just for Team Rocket anymore!

Follow the 404s at www.the404s.com, and on
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram @the404s!

Larissa is a restorative circle keeper, published
Indigenous and anti-racism researcher,
award-winning ribbon skirt artist, and proudly
passes on Métis and Jamaican ancestry to her
daughter, Zyra. She is the Founder of Future
Ancestors Services, a youth-led professional
services social enterprise that centers on
ancestral accountability, anti-racism and climate
justice.
Learn more and follow Larissa and her team
at @ancestorsfuture, @larissa_speaks, both on
Twitter and Instagram!

Puglie Pug – Euge Leung
Awe it’s so adorable! Just how did such a cute design become so popular? Well now is everyone’s
chance to ask the creator himself! Admire the designs of Vancouver-based graphic designer,
Euge Leung. Take a gander at Euge’s exclusive charity print in the Charity Auction, benefiting the
Skipping Stone Foundation! Euge Leung can surely answer your questions which anyone can apply
to their own artistic endeavours.
Follow Puglie Pug @pugliepug.com and on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram @pugliepug
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Alex Kade

NEET

Yama no Oto Taiko Group

Proudly supporting Canadian alent, this is the
perfect chance for everyone to enjoy, or be
introduced to, Electronic Dance Music (EDM).
Otafest is so very pleased to announce Musical
Guest, Alex Kade! You may not have heard of
the name yet, but you’ve definitely heard of
their music as they’ve remixed Anime Openings
into EDM since debuting in the summer of
2020 to the tune of 2.4 million views! I still
can’t get that remix of Demon Slayer out of my
brain! Make sure you catch their performance
on the Saturday night of Otafest as part of
Otafest Amplified!

And the party continues with Calgary-based
electronic music producer NEET! We’ve been
dying to showcase this performer for 2 years
now, who specializes in “Ethnic Inspired Soul
Rock Music”, and improvised piano pieces! He’s
an early adopter of the future bass movement,
with over a dozen projects on Bandcamp,
20,000+ followers on Soundcloud and over 4
million plays collectively! If you’re unsure what
NEET’s style of music sounds like, come listen
and perhaps you’ll be adding some new songs
to your playlist.

We were absolutely floored by Yama No Oto’s
amazing performance during Otafest 2021:
Online Edition, and are so very, very pleased to
be able to showcase this Calgary-based Taiko
ensemble live in person for Otafest 2022!

Check out Alex Kade’s work on Instagram,
TikTok and Twitch.tv @alexkademusic

Make sure you check him out as part of
Otafest Amplified! And connect with NEET on
SoundCloud.com/neet, www.youtube.com/neetology
and Twitter @helloneet

At Otafest this year you’ll be drawn to the
Taiko percussion, the drumming beat of this
traditional instrument from Japan. Who better
to show it off than Yama No Oto! Familiar
face from Otafest 2021: Online Edition. The
traditional sound with modern influence is
something no one will want to miss.
To whet your appetite, please check out this
amazing ensemble group at www.calgarytaiko.
com and their Facebook & Instagram pages @
yyctaiko!

Yosoca - Yosakoi Soran Calgary
Drawn to traditional Japanese culture? Yosoca is a dance group that performs the Japanese
traditional yet modern and authentic dance called Yosakoi Soran! We have performed in various
events over the last year including Banff parade, Stampede parade, Globalfest, and Japanese
Omatsuri festival. We will be performing at these events and more this year as well, and
continuously look for energetic members who are interested in dancing with us!
Facebook.com/yosakoisorancalgary
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Otafest Merch is Back!
“いらっしゃいませ！” Otafest apparel is here, making you look your best on the streets! We are proud to present our urban street wear collection
and our new stationary designs featuring our beloved mascots, Seph and Aurora. If you’ve got coin, we’ve got wares at the Otafest Merch Booth in the
Exhibitor Hall.
Seph and Aurora are rocking a new look, bringing everyone together with the power for friendship, “友情”!

Seph Long Sleeve Tee (Kanji: Friend, “yu” “友”) - 35
She’s had our back since the beginning: through thick and thin, good
times, reboots, cancellations and more, Seph’s been there for us like a
true friend, so wear this shirt proudly to show the ones you love that
you’ll always be there for them…except if they ask for a bite of your
melonpan!

Otafest Friendship “友情” Mask - 20
Fashionable? Yes. Comfortable? Most definitely. Safe? Absolutely. Otafest
always recommends self-care and healthy practices so grab your limited
edition Mask!

Aurora Tee (Kanji: Emotion, “jo” “情”) - 35
Emotions are awkward. Aurora reminds us that it’s okay to be ourselves
and be true to our feelings. Whether you’re quiet or loud, tsundere or
yandere, be yourself in this cozy tee and know that your true friends love
you for who you are… but if they really love you then they’d let you have
a bite of their melonpan right?

Welcome to the Otafest CONbini!
Japanese CONvenience store (コンビニ, “konbini”) meets CONvention! The doors are open, and the fresh
scent of melonpan is in the air! It’s your one-stop shop for specialty Japanese snacks, baked goods and drinks.
They say that happiness begins with a smile; at the Otafest CONbini, we offer great service, warm greetings,
and good food which is a hug for your soul.
Munch on Oguraya Bakery’s classic selection of baked goods! Quench your thirst with drinks imported straight
from Japan by True World Foods! Dietary restrictions? No worries! Find a foodie friend with Just Sweet
Enough’s animal doughnuts! Locally made, gluten-free, and almost too cute to eat, it’s #gramworthy snack
central.
CONvienently located just outside the Main Events Hall, limited quantities only so stop on by to the Otafest
CONbini to relax and recharge!
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Introducing: Otafest Stationery!
If you’re anything like us, then you know there are two great loves in life: anime and stationary! We are incredibly pleased to introduce these cute
offerings highlighting our 2022 rebrand and mascots in sticker, decal, and washi tapes!

Otafest 2022 Sticker Pack - 5

Otafest 2022 Holographic Pack - 5

The Otafest team has poured blood, sweat, and tears into our re-brand,
featuring new logos, mascot designs and word marks and made available
in waterproof stickers! Perfect for showing off your Otafest pride!

Shiiiiiny! So very, very shiiiiny! The Holographic Pack features the
katakana variant of the Otafest word mark and the glossy polish on each
sticker will grab the attention of senpai, guaranteed.

Otafest New O-Wing Car Decal - 5

Otafest 2022 Washi Tape Collection - 10

Crafted from exterior-grade vinyl, this sticker is meant to adorn your
bumpers and windows, showing off your love for Otafest while you cruise
around Calgary and beyond.

Decorative washi tape is the best thing since sliced bread and a
fantastically fun way to adorn your journals, cards and envelopes. Each
pack contains five unique designs, and each roll is over 30 feet long!
Quantities limited so get yours before they’re out!
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Attractions and Events
Here to keep you delighted and entertained, there’s an unbelievable variety of
attractions over the next two days to keep up with your every mood!
Feeling active? We have multiple dynamic events involving cosplayers that are very
passionate about their crafts. When everyone is in one place, it’s simple to get in
touch and create new friendships.
Want to take a quick break? We also have the Maid and Butler Cafe should you
feel the need to sit down and experience a unique form of hospitality that’s rarely
available in Calgary. Want to extend a helping hand? Having a quick drawing done
by our Sketch Drive will not only support the community and charity initiatives, but
you will get an artwork in return that is uniquely catered to your artistic requests.
Looking for some more guidance? We have an online podcast that you can turn
to anytime to help give a wide range of opinions and suggestions about ongoing
topics or events at Otafest. Need to take a long rest? Let our AMV and showings
give you the space to cool down and/or just to keep up to date with all the most
popular shows in one convenient area.

Cosplay
Cafe/Sketch Drive/Podcast
AMV Attractions
Saturday Showings
Sunday Showings
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Cosplay Showcase - Sponsored by Cosplay Skill Tree

Stars of Cosplay - Sponsored by The Costume Shoppe

Creative minds need a creative environment to shine. Let the magic of
your creativity shine in our cosplay craftsmanship contest, the Cosplay
Showcase! Show off your best handmade costumes to our judges and
be ready to flip those seams and show off your cosplay skills. We offer
4 different categories in this contest to welcome cosplayers and prop
makers of every skill level, from first time crafters to longtime artisans.

Fantastic cosplay deserves attention, and of course, recognition. Other
convention attendees also agree and Stars of Cosplay will show that off!
Our always exciting cosplay popularity contest, formerly known as Mr.
and Miss. Otafest, is back again this year with an all new theme, Sweet vs
Sour!

Best of all, there’s no audience to judge you, just the support of our
amazing cosplay community, cosplay photographer, and talented guest
judges, so there’s no need to be shy! Prizes are awarded right after
judging is done and will be posted in Cosplay Corner afterwards for
everyone to see and admire!

Cosplay Skit Contest and Fashion Show - Sponsored by Cosplay
Skill Tree and The Costume Shoppe
Walking around Otafest, everyone will see the glamorous cosplays,
but how about a show dedicated to them? Musical performances and
entertaining skits only help to enhance the awe inspiring works of
cosplayers and designers.
Here at the Cosplay Skit Contest and Fashion Show, everyone can
enjoy the hard work and showmanship of our contestants. If that wasn’t
enough, one can truly see the skill of the craft with our guest judges
finely reviewing the outfits and the photos our contestants pose in.
Take your seat and partake in a show of skilled crafters, dancers, and
musicians with unrivaled prizes on the line, and perhaps, one will find
inspiration in these works for their own creative endeavour.

Hall Cosplay
The day of Otafest, you’re rocking an amazing outfit but have no time
to join a formal contest. Perhaps a formal contest is just not your kind of
event. At Otafest we believe everyone’s creativity deserves to be noticed.
Don’t be surprised if one of the cosplay staff comes up to you and starts
asking questions about your costume.

On Sunday, head into Cosplay Corner, wear your best costume, pick a
side, and have your photo taken as we choose what everyone’s favourite
flavour is and who their favourite cosplay is! Finalists will be posted in
the Cosplay HQ once voting closes and winners will be announced at
the Closing Ceremonies! Join for a chance to shine, and for onlooking
spectators to get involved in this fun event.

Cosplay Corner (Lounge, Repair Station, and Contest HQ)
Walking the convention halls with an amazing costume on, no one should
feel worried about their outfit fraying or tearing. It can also be tiring, and
everyone should be as comfortable as they are dazzling. Don’t hesitate to
visit the Cosplay Corner. The Cosplay Repair Station, sponsored by The
Costume Shoppe, is here to fix any costume malfunctions and prepare in
our dressing rooms.
While waiting for a friend, or in need of a safe place to recuperate, take a
load (and a wig) off at the Cosplay Lounge and Photography area. When
everything is ready, the costumes and wearers are perfect, anyone can
enter any of the amazing cosplay contests at the Cosplay Contest HQ all
centralized here for your convenience.
At the end of the day cosplay is an act of love and creativity and here
everyone can meet with other cosplayers to discuss technique, future
cosplay plans and more. And hey, while you’re here take photos in front
of various backdrops and outdoor settings to add a little more magic to
an already magical moment of cosplay and creativity.
All this and more is available at the Cosplay Corner. Here we thrive to
give our cosplayers a place for their creativity, comfort, collaboration, and
of course, fun!

You may still walk away with some wonderful prizes and even be in
the running for the Hall Cosplay award! Suit up and show your stuff at
Otafest, not on a stage, and not in front of an audience but for yourself
and you walk away with a prize, that’s just a bonus!
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Maid and Butler Café
Saturday and Sunday | Telus 104-106 | 10:30 AM – 11:30 AM
12:30 PM – 1:30 PM, 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM, 4:30 PM - 5:30 PM
In need of a bite? How about some company to go with it? Perhaps
you need a break from the crowds of otakus. Step inside the Maid and
Butler Café and let our staff take care of you. Kawaii maids and kakkoii
butlers will ensure you’re cared for and are ready to take to the floor
with a stunning dance. Unique, enticing entertainment, delicious treats
and games awaits you.
At the end of the event we must part, but this moment can be
immortalized with a charity photo with our maids and butlers and an
exclusive 2022 souvenir. We’ve missed you and hope we see you enjoying
our kawaii cafe to the fullest!

Sketch Drive
Got 15 minutes to spare? Why not head over to the Otafest Charity
Sketch Drive in the Prefunction Area just outside the Exhibitor Hall! This
is your opportunity to take home a one-of-a-kind souvenir.
Have you ever wanted to know how you would look as a ninja? Or a
pirate? Or a pirate-ninja? Do you wonder what you and your bestie
would look like as anime characters? Or fantasize about finally getting a
picture of your D&D character to show off at the next session?
Then Sketch Drive, one of Otafest’s longest-running traditions (and bestkept secrets) is for you! Choose your favourite art style from our team of
talented artists and get your dream portrait sketched for a good cause.
Half the cost of the sketch will go to the artist, with the rest going to
Otafest’s chosen charity, the Skipping Stone Foundation, so with one
reasonable purchase you are supporting a local artist and giving back to
the community!

Podcast
Even with so much to see and do, anyone with a device connected to
the Internet can enjoy the welcoming voices and lively discussions of the
Otafest podcast! A unique slice of Otafest available only online.
Touching on topics that matter to our fanbase and may interest everyone
else, we share our perspectives on everything ranging from local
recommendations on food and fun, seasonal anime reviews and previews,
travel stories, or even behind-the-scenes talk about conventions!
The Otafest podcast has over 170 episodes of content and weekly
releases, so come on in and join in on our conversation via YouTube,
Spotify, and Apple Podcasts!
The conversations from your Otafest podcast hosts, Jei, Nancy, and
Angelo, will surely entertain you with an amazing time just be listening
in! Also, if you’re ever needing something else to do at Otafest, they may
just be the guide when you’re overwhelmed with choices.
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AMV 2022 Contest

AMV Trailers & Intros

Fancy yourself an AMV Connoisseur? Pick up a ballot and take your seat
in the AMV 2022 contest! Your opinion matters here as everyone votes
on their favourite AMV from a full spectrum of entertaining edits from
talented editors from all over.

Don’t recognize some of the cosplay sights at Otafest? This is the place
to learn about the familiar with a bit of a twist. Come and see masterfully
crafted trailers or intros integrating our favourite anime that we wish
were actual previews for movies or shows. Walk away with perhaps a new
show, movie or anime that you can’t wait to start watching!

On Sunday, the AMV Room will be showing the best of the non-finalists
entered in this year’s AMV Contest.
The showing and announcing of the contest winners is the most
anticipated event of the weekend, so get there early. A fantastic way to
wind up the weekend and celebrate a community of creativity, inclusion
and fun!

AMV Room
During the hustle and bustle of a convention, here at the AMV Room
anyone can take a seat, have a breather and enjoy fantastic anime music
videos accompanied by creative editing.
Whether one comes to enjoy the music videos playing all day, or take
a break from the rush of the con, all are welcome to enjoy the unique
entertainment offered in our AMV room.

AMV Creator Showcase
Creative editing and innovative ideas are things anyone can appreciate.
An added benefit to this experience is marveling at these works along
with the people behind these creations. Experience a variety of awesome
AMVs presented with the editors who created them in attendance!

AMV Sing, Clap & Stomp-A-Long
Nothing says community more than singing, clapping and stomping along
to music with friends, family and anyone else! Come finish the weekend
off right as we Sing-A-Long, Clap-A-Long and Stomp-A-Long to AMVs!
Come for the AMVs while enjoying the company of friends and fellow
otafest attendees!

Choose Your Own AMV Adventure
An unpredictable experience with twists and turns is something anyone
seeking adventure and surprise can be drawn to. Choose your own
adventure, AMV-style, back with all new tales! Join us as we tell stories
through AMVs, with you, the audience, deciding the direction each one
takes! Enjoy a story not just crafted for you but one you crafted!

Comedy & Parody AMVs
Everyone needs to enjoy a good laugh, a moment to let loose and really
enjoy oneself. Comedy & Parody AMVs is here just for that! The most
popular block in the AMV room is back. Get your seat earlier as this block
fills up fast! (And for good reason) Come laugh along to these AMVs and
perhaps you’ll be exposed to some new material for you to share with
your friends.

Studio Ghibli AMVs
Animation is a storied and treasured artform that many have come to
enjoy. Journey into the mind of Studio Ghibli and experience the magic of
their timeless animation. Whether an avid fan or a first time viewer, we’re
sure you’ll be awed by Studio Ghibli’s beautiful art and moving stories.

Synced Together: AMVs & Their Editors
Three years in the making, Synced Together: AMVs & Their Editors!
Synced Together is the first feature-length documentary to explore
Anime Music Video (AMV) editing and to demonstrate the importance of
AMVs in the lives of editors and fans alike.

AMVs that Ruined the Song (In a Good Way)

Upbeat AMVs

A unique experience unlike any other at the AMV showings. Enjoy an
event that re-contextualizes many songs in a new and unique way! You
won't be able to listen to these songs the same way again after this one
of a kind showcase!

Get ready to get up and dance. Feel the rhythm and beat energize you
as you enjoy a collection of AMVs that will get you grooving. At Otafest
everyone is welcome to party along with these AMV bangers!
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Odd Taxi

Fena: Pirate Princess

Yashahime: Princess Half-Demon

Saturday | Macleod E2 | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Saturday | Macleod E3 | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Saturday | Macleod E4 | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

AP

14P

AP

Otogawa is an eccentric, reticent 41-year-old
taxi driver who has no relatives and does not
have much to do with others. He does have
conversations with his customers, but this has
gotten him into trouble with the yakuza and
police as he’s now suspected of a kidnapping.

An orphan girl, Fena Houtman, has been raised
on an Island where the only certainty is to be
used and discarded by soldiers of the British
Empire. But Fena is more than just another
powerless orphan; when her past comes
knocking Fena will break free of her oppressors.

With Sesshomaru’s daughters separated in
time, one in feudal Japan and the other in the
modern day, they’re reunited by Inuyasha’s
daughter after a ten year ordeal. Unfortunately,
the one trapped in the modern world has
completely forgotten about their life before
they were trapping in the modern world.

Kiyo in Kyoto: From the Maiko House

86 Eighty Six

Ranking of Kings

Saturday | Macleod E2 | 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

Saturday | Macleod E3 | 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

Saturday | Macleod E4 | 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

AP

14P

14P

Kiyo and Sumire came to Kyoto dreaming of
becoming maiko. But after an unexpected turn
of events, Kiyo starts working as the live-in
cook at the Maiko House. Their story unfolds
in the Kagai, the Geiko and Maiko district in
Kyoto, alongside their housemate maikos.

According to the Republic of San Magnolia,
their ongoing war against the Giadian Empire
has no casualties—however, that is mere
propaganda. Known within the military as the
Eighty-Six, undesirables are forced to fight
against the Empire’s autonomous Legion under
the command of the Republican “Handlers.”

The people of the kingdom look down on the
young Prince Bojji, who can neither hear nor
speak. They call him “The Useless Prince” while
jeering at his supposed foolishness. However,
while Bojji may not be physically strong, he is
certainly not weak of heart.
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Science Fell in Love, So I Tried to Prove It

Irina: The Vampire Cosmonaut

Don’t toy with me Nagatoro-san

Saturday | Macleod E2 | 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

Saturday | Macleod E3 | 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

Saturday | Macleod E4 | 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

AP

14P

14P

When two scientists fall in love, how do they
rationalize it? As Himuro and Yukimura begin
their intimate analysis of ‘Love,’ can the two
scientists successfully apply scientific theory,
with the help of their friends, to quantify the
feelings they express for one another?

On November 23, 1957, the whole world
witnessed the Federal Republic of Zirnitra’s
monumental achievement of sending the first
live animal -a dog- to outer space. Since then,
with the space race intensifying, they want to
progress to manned missions but human testing
is frowned upon.

Every day, Naoto Hachiouji is teased
relentlessly by Hayase Nagatoro, a first year
student he met in the library while working on
his manga. She decides from that moment on to
toy with him, his days will never be dull again.

Fruits Basket (2019)

My Dress-Up Darling

Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid S

Saturday | Macleod E2 | 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM

Saturday | Macleod E3 | 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM

Saturday | Macleod E4 | 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM

AP

14P

14P

After a family tragedy turns her life upside
down, plucky high schooler Tohru Honda takes
matters into her own hands and moves out
into a tent. Unfortunately for her, she pitches
her new home on private land belonging to the
mysterious Sohma clan, and the Sohmas have
secrets of their own.

High school student Wakana Gojou spends his
days perfecting the art of making hina dolls,
hoping to eventually reach his grandfather’s
level of expertise. A chance encounter with
Marin Kitagawa, an extraordinarily pretty girl, is
sending his life in a different direction: Cosplay.

As Tooru continues on her quest to become
the greatest maid and Kanna Kamui fully
immersed in her life as an elementary school
student, there is not a dull day in the Kobayashi
household with mischief being a daily staple.
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Re:ZERO - Starting Life in Another World
- Season 2

Horimiya

My Hero Academia Season 5

Saturday | Macleod E3 | 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM

Saturday | Macleod E4 | 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM

Saturday | Macleod E2 | 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM

AP

14P

The thought of Kyouko Hori and Izumi
Miyamura getting along wouldn’t occur to
most people. Having opposite personalities
yet sharing odd similarities, the two quickly
become friends and often spend time together
in Hori’s home sharing with each other a side of
themselves concealed from the outside world.

UA Academy’s Class 1-A has been the focus of
a substantial amount of public attention due to
the multiple villain attacks they have faced over
the past school year. With the new term comes
new challenges as the students of UA continue
to work towards becoming Professional Heroes.

Magia Record: Puella Magi Madoka Magical Side Story

The Aquatope on White Sand

Saturday | Macleod E2 | 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM
14P

Saturday | Macleod E3 | 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM

AP

14P
Witnessing the devastation left behind by the
calamities known as Sin Archbishops, Subaru
sinks into the depths of despair as his ability
to redo proves futile. Pushed to the brink of
hopelessness, how long will Subaru’s resolve
last?

Demon Slayer

Since ancient times, rumors have abounded
of man-eating demons lurking in the woods.
Because of this, the local townsfolk never
venture outside at night. Legend has it that
a demon slayer also roams the night, hunting
down these bloodthirsty demons.

14P
In exchange for the fulfillment of a wish,
Magical Girls keep fighting, unbeknownst to the
rest of the world. But Iroha Tamaki can’t seem
to remember her wish. There is a gaping hole in
her life. Something important has been lost. But
she continues to fight every day, without even
knowing why.

Saturday | Macleod E4 | 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM

Having left her life as an idol behind, Fuuka
Miyazawa finds herself on a spontaneous flight
to Okinawa. Aimlessly wandering around the
area she eventually stumbles upon Gama Gama
Aquarium—an aging aquarium on the verge of
closing down.
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In/Spectre

Jujutsu Kaisen

Heike Story

Saturday | Macleod E2 | 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM

Saturday | Macleod E3 | 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM

Saturday | Macleod E4 | 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM

14P

14P

14P

Hidden in plain sight, spirits known as youkai
inhabit the world. While most are benign, a
certain subset threatens the tenuous peace
between youkai and humanity. Ever since
she became their “God of Wisdom,” Kotoko
Iwanaga has served as a mediator between the
two realms.

High schooler Yuuji idly spends his days at
either the occult club or the hospital, where
he visits his bedridden grandfather. However,
this leisurely lifestyle soon takes a turn for the
strange when he accidentally swallows a finger
from the “King of Curses.”

In an era of rising military tension, the Heike
clan is in the midst of a cunning struggle for
power, and bloodstained war is on the horizon.
Shigemori, whose eyes allow him to see spirits
of the dead, is both anxious and hopeful to
prevent his clan’s demise but Biwa, who can see
the future, refuses to help him.

Mieruko-chan

Cautious Hero: The Hero Is Overpowered
but Overly Cautious

Attack on Titan: The Final Season

Saturday | Macleod E2 | 8:30 PM - 10:00 PM
14P

Saturday | Macleod E3 | 8:30 PM - 10:00 PM

14P

Miko enjoyed her unassuming high school days,
with late-night horror shows serving only as
a form of entertainment. But now she finds
herself aware of the spectres and monsters that
wonder this world. There’s only one thing to
do… ignore them as best she can.

14P
The goddess Lista has summoned a hero who
excels in every area to assist her in saving the
world she’s been assigned. He’s everything she
expected him to be except for one tiny thing:
this anxious hero wont do anything unless he’s
absolutely certain nothing can go wrong.

Saturday | Macleod E4 | 8:30 PM - 10:00 PM

Having finally reached the Yeager family
basement and learned about the dark history
surrounding the Titans, the Survey Corps has at
long last found the answer they so desperately
fought to uncover. With the truth now in their
hands, the group set out for the world beyond
the walls.
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20YEARS.JPG

THE 20 THTH ANNIVERSARY
INFO.DOC

JULY 22-24 2022
RBC CONVENTION CENTRE
WINNIPEG, MB
WWW.AI-KON.ORG

canada’s longest running anime festival

AUGUST 5 TH - 7 TH, 2022

edmonton convention centre
www.animethon.org
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Isekai Quartet

Sleepy Princess in the Demon Castle

Delicious Party - Precure

Sunday | Macleod E2 | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Sunday | Macleod E3 | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Sunday | Macleod E4 | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM

AP

AP

AP

The heroes of various isekai anime find
themselves once again summoned to another
world. This time they and their companions are
forced to go back to school if they ever wish
to be returned to their respective alternate
worlds.

The Demon Lord’s castle is a dark and
frightening place, filled with various monsters.
Any soul unfortunate enough to be imprisoned
here is sure to be terrified by the horrors
within. However, princess Syalis is a different
case, she worries about one thing - getting a
good night’s sleep.

When Yui Nagomi encountered an Energy Fairy
she wasn’t expecting for her and her friends
to get mixed up in CooKingdom’s problems.
They’ve now become Pretty Cures in order to
stop the Phantom Bundle Gang from capturing
all the Recipepe and returning the Recipe-bon.

The Honour at Magic High School

Takt Op. Destiny

The Misfit of Demon King Academy

Sunday | Macleod E2 | 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

Sunday | Macleod E3 | 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

Sunday | Macleod E4 | 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

14P

14P

14P

Blooms and Weeds, Courses 1 and 2. At the
First National Magic University Affiliated High
School students are separated into either
Course 1 or 2 depending on their test results
with first course students looking down on the
others. However, the tests aren’t perfect and
often exceptional students end up in the lower
course - Tatsuya is one such student.

The world has been in chaos ever since the
emergence of D2s, an alien species that arrived
on black meteorite that fell to Earth. The
creatures despise music and attack whenever
they encounter it. Humanity’s only defense
against them are Musicarts, young women
representing pieces of classical music; and their
Conductors.

To put an end to the endless conflict between
humanity and demonkind, Demon King Anos
Voldigoad sacrificed his life to forcibly separate
the various races. 2000 years later, on the
eve of his rebirth, his kingdom prepares for his
return but something has gone wrong, no one
remembers him.
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Miss Kuroitsu from the Monster
Development Department

Life Lessons with Uramichi-Oniisan

I’m a Spider, so What?

Sunday | Macleod E3 | 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

Sunday | Macleod E4 | 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

Sunday | Macleod E2 | 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM

14P

14P

The television show “Together with Mama”
is supposed to entertain and brighten the
mornings of children. In the middle of it stands
Uramichi Omota, who can’t help but bring the
kids down to earth by revealing the harsh and
depressing reality of adulthood, even in front of
the cameras.

When catastrophe strikes a typical highschool
some of the now deceased students find
themselves reborn into a fantasy world
as princes, nobles and other prestigious
backgrounds. Well, most of them… one girl
ended up being reborn as a low level monster,
a spider.

Megalobox 2: NOMAD

The Duke of Death and His Maid

The Great Jahy-sama Can’t Be Defeated

Sunday | Macleod E2 | 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM

Sunday | Macleod E3 | 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM

Sunday | Macleod E4 | 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM

14P

AP

14P

Seven years after winning the first Megalonia
tournament, Joe now goes by “Nomad” and
keeps a low profile, occasionally fighting in
a few underground matches to get by. He is
haunted by memories of his past and relies
on painkillers to numb his mind as he drifts
through each day.

As the flower he holds withers and turns to ash,
the young duke is tragically reminded of the
despicable power forced upon him—the ability
to kill anything he touches. Fortunately, he is
not entirely alone in his isolated manor, as the
manor’s staff keep him company and make his
life less miserable.

The great Jahy will not be defeated! Combating
starvation, the lack of A/C, overdue rent and
the unavoidable weakness of her child-like
form, Jahy will not surrender! Jahy will restore
the mana crystals and reclaim her former glory!

14P
By all appearances Agastia, a theme park
management company, operates one of
the most well-known parks in the country.
The reality, however, is that they’re an evil
organization vying for world domination. This is
where Miss Kuoitsu works, developing and field
testing monsters to help further the company’s
goals.
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Fire Force

Saga of Tanya the Evil: Operation Desert
Pasta & Movie

Puraore! Pride of Orange

Sunday | Macleod E2 | 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
14P

Sunday | Macleod E3 | 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM

AP

Young and eager third-generation pyrokinetic
Shinra Kusakabe, nicknamed Devil’s Footprints
for his explosive ability to ignite his feet at will,
becomes a member of the lively Special Fire
Force Company 8. Upholding the brigade’s
duty to extinguish the blazing Infernal, he is
determined to become a hero.

14P
With its armies sweeping across the continent,
the Empire seems unstoppable. After securing
victory over the remnants of the Republic’s
army, the Empire’s ultimate victory is finally
within reach. However, dark clouds are
gathering in the East and Being X is still
interfering.

Sunday | Macleod E4 | 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM

The Dream Monkeys, a local ice hockey team,
is holding a hands-on instructional session in
order to find new promising players amongst
local junior high school students. After the intro
session, a group of girls are enthralled with ice
hockey and are looking to join the team.
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It’s very clear that games are a popular way to spend time. Whether you’re by
yourself or gaming with others, there are a variety of games that will cater to your
skill level. At the same time, we also need to ensure that games are quick and
accessible so you are still able to enjoy the rest of the convention!
Welcome to Otafest Arcade!
This year, you can expect to find a number of different gaming related events and
spaces throughout the convention that respects your time. In the main gaming hall
(Macleod A), you will find our Competitive gaming tournaments and drop-in events,
our Open Arcade that features casual gaming, the Community Lounge where you
can chat with local stream community members, and our Mobile Corner where you
can play the latest mobile and digital card games!
That’s not all: head over to the Marriott and compete in our Pokémon League for
your chance to win our elite gym badges. While you’re there, stop by the Gunpla
Hanger and learn about model building, or vote on the best build on display.
We look forward to seeing you this year at Otafest Arcade (as well as continuing
your enjoyment at other venues), so let’s play!

Competitive/Mobile Gaming
Lounge/Pokémon League
Gunpla Hanger
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Competitive Gaming

The Open Arcade

Ready to prove how good you are at competitive gaming and get your
blood pumping? Otafest Arcade is your place for gaming competition!
This year, competition is broken down into two formats: scheduled
tournaments and drop-in challenges.

Come hang out with your friends and enjoy a free-play space where you
can experience retro consoles here at the Otafest Open Arcade. This
space has a collection of previous-generation consoles as well as board
games provided by our friends at FallCon.
Whether you want to bring your friends for a high-stakes game of Mario
Party on the GameCube, or prove that you’re the best settler in Catan,
the Open Arcade a place for you.
Sanitization measures will be in effect, and we will have controllers
provided for those looking to play, however we encourage attendees to
bring their own controllers if they would like to play for longer periods of
time.

Come by during our Tournament blocks to compete against others to be
the champion of any of our nine competitive brackets such as Mario Kart,
Mario Party, Rocket League, Windjammers 2, and Screencheat!
These are limited entry events that you can register for in Macleod A! You
won’t want to miss the fresh take on Arcade style tournaments.
Otherwise, if you’re just looking to pop in between panels, give the
drop-in challenges a shot! All day long we’ll have gaming challenges such
as setting a high score in a rhythm game, designing a room in Animal
Crossing, or going on a winning streak in Super Smash Bros. Ultimate. No
matter your play style, Otafest Arcade has it all!

Mobile Corner
Mobile gaming is only growing in popularity and so are the communities
surrounding them. At Otafest we have just the place for the mobile
gaming community. Welcome to this year’s Otafest Arcade Mobile
Corner!
During this year’s Otafest we’ll be hosting some of the most popular
mobile games and card games featuring both high-speed tournaments
with exciting prizes and casual arcade style gameplay.
This year’s games will include Teamfight Tactics (a League of Legendsbased auto-battler where you will build teams of champions against
one another), Hearthstone, and Yu-Gi-Oh: Master Duel where we have
prepared pre-built decks for you and your friends to battle it out against
one another in a battle of strategy and wits!
Utilizing easy to view devices like tablets, easy to understand
instructions, and preloaded game settings, it’s never been this simple to
find new friends to play with and new games to enjoy!

Saturday

Sunday

10:00 AM

Nintendo Switch Sports

Mario Kart 8 Deluxe

12:00 PM

Rocket League 2v2’s

Brunch Club

10:00 AM

2:00 PM

Puyo Tetris

Mario Party Minigame Mayhem

4:00 PM

Nippon Marathon

Screencheat

6:00 PM

Windjammers 2

--

Saturday

Sunday

--

Yu-Gi-Oh: Master Duel

12:00 PM

Yu-Gi-Oh: Master Duel

--

2:00 PM

--

Hearthstone

4:00 PM

TFT Teamfight Tactics

--
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Community Lounge
Gaming, Anime and Community all go hand-in-hand. The very fact that
we have Otafest is because there is a community of people with a love
and deep respect for the artwork and stories of our favourite series. This
is highlighted at Otafest Arcade this year and we have created a space
where the gaming community that exists within the anime community
can get together.
This year we’ve partnered with Endless ERA Gaming and Extra Life
Calgary to create a community gaming space within the Otafest Arcade
that includes a content creators lounge where you can check out some
incredible streaming rigs, chat with some of the Endless ERA Gaming
content creation team and get to learn more about the thriving gaming
communities in Calgary.
Come to the community lounge and meet more members of the gaming
community that have all come together at our beloved Otafest! Our
community members put together two amazing, hand-built arcade
cabinets running Marvel VS Capcom 2 and there will be prizes for those
who last the longest without defeat.
Bring your quarters for the arcade machines, because all money raised on
the Marvel vs. Capcom 2 cabinets will be donated to Extra Life Calgary
and we’ll have guild members from the Extra Life Calgary community
joining that day. We’re also running a dedicated Otafest Arcade broadcast
which you can watch on our Twitch page, and will be chatting with
content creators and highlighting some of the most amazing plays and
cosplays that happen to walk through the Otafest Arcade hall.

Pokémon League - Sponsored by Chinook Crafts
Whether you’re an avid Pokémon Master, or a casual player looking for
a reason to dust off the game after beating the champion, the Pokémon
League is a place for all skill levels and ages. Come battle our own gym
leaders for the chance to earn real badges to take home! Looking for an
added challenge?
Our own Champion will be waiting for those willing to test them to earn
a certificate, but not before you go through the Elite 4 that block your
path.
Celebrating 10 years of the Pokémon League, come experience a fun
and exciting environment all weekend, or even between panels. We are
here all weekend with not just battles, but events as well to give you a
Pokémon filled time at Otafest.
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Gunpla Hangar - Sponsored by Plamod
If you like building, admiring or learning about Gundams and other mecha
models, Otafest has the place for you. We call it the Gunpla Hangar, and
it is a place for all your Gundam, Gunpla, and other miscellaneous mecha
obsessions. Come out to the Acadia Conference room in the Marriott on
Saturday and Sunday to build a kit, chat with fellow mecha enthusiasts,
or just hangout watching the various episodes of Gundam being shown
throughout the two days.
For those looking for a bit of friendly competition, we’re holding a model
showcase too!
Bring out your best work, be it Gunpla, 30MM, Digimon, Pokemon, or any
other kit that’s mecha/anime related, for the chance to win some cool
prizes. There will be categories for small, medium, large, and junior entries
along with five just for fun special awards chosen by Otafest’s Gunpla
Hangar team.
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Community Panels
What makes Otafest the visual and social treat every time you step into this annual
event?
Between the various inner circle talks and sources of inspiration for cosplay, it can
be a bit overwhelming trying to make sense of attendee interactions in such a busy
venue.
That’s where your fellow congoers can help to improve your engagement over
the next two days. Whatever curiosities and wonders you see at Otafest, our
community is there for you with its convention panels!
In small bite-sized chunks of an hour or two of your time, our community hosted
contents are great socialization events that pair attendees with knowledgeable
hosts in their respective fields - so you can quickly be up to speed for the rest of
the convention.
Moreover, it’s an eye-opening experience to see how others do it!
Just by attending, you can help nurture real practical skills in presentation,
audience research, communication, and a hands-on approach to learning for the
hosts!
Combined with official Otafest events, our welcoming environment can educate as
well as entertain. So what interests you?

Saturday Panels and Events
Sunday Panels and Events
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Introduction To Figure Collecting

Anime Jeopardy

Saturday | 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM | Glen 201 | AP | Educational

Saturday | 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM | Glen 208 | AP | Game Show

Looking for a great gift for someone special, or perhaps a new hobby
to fall in love with? An introduction to anime figure collecting! Come
to learn about the hobby such as where to buy figures and ideas on
displaying your beloved anime characters.

The game show returns once again to test your anime knowledge for fun
and prizes! Get chosen from the audience and compete for the right to
be called the ultimate anime trivia master.

Red Waterman

Official Otafest Content Hosted by Rory Mahood

Cosplay Competing: The Back Stage Life

The History and Mythology of Record of Ragnarok
Saturday | 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM | Glen 205 | 14P | Educational
Most anime tend to play fast and loose with history and mythology,
which is why this panel is here! Presenting accurate portrayals of all of the
characters featured in the manga and anime.
Tyson Fish

Saturday | 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM | Glen 201 | AP | Cosplay
A discussion with veteran cosplayer Hyoken Seisou about the life of
competing in cosplay contests from the view point of an (ex)organizer,
judge/guest, and competitor from beginner level to masters.
Hyokenseisou

Final Fantasy XIV: Eorzea Awaits

Detective Conan - Case Closed

Saturday | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM | Glen 206 | 14P | Video Games

Saturday | 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM | Glen 205 | AP | Educational

Have you heard of award-winning Final Fantasy XIV? Of course you have!
And you’re probably wondering what its all about! Let us introduce you
to the world of Eorzea in this informational panel!

A chance for everyone to discuss one of the longest running and
most popular detective anime series! Veterans and new fans are both
welcomed! Spoilers included.

Noa Byers

Tina Yang

Obey Me! Brothers’ Game Event

Con-Survival (Advanced)

Saturday | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM | Telus 102 | 14P | Other - Games, Q&A,
Roleplay

Saturday | 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM | Telus 103 | AP | Educational

Join the Obey Me! Demon Brothers for some games, Q&A, and more
(including seeing Beel hungry)! This includes winning prizes! THE GREAT
Mammon has worked hard to obtain some Obey Me! related prizes for
this panel!

Going to your first con? Feeling overwhelmed with everything? Come join
us for a quick info-session about how to have the best con experience for
you and others.
Nathan Yee

C-World Productions

Opening Ceremonies

Intro to Cons

Saturday | 12:00 PM - 12:30 PM | Main Events | AP | Key Programming

Saturday | 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM | Telus 103 | AP | Educational
Curious about the anime convention scene? Just what is a “anime
convention”? Join us for an info session for a general understanding.

We’re back! After being apart for too long, let’s kick off Otafest 2022
together! See what’s in store this year, get a sneak peek at this year’s
guests, find out a bit more about our charity, and get the down-low info
about the events you won’t want to miss!

Nathan Yee

Official Otafest Content

Anime Japanese People Actually Watch

K-Pop 101

Saturday | 10:30 AM - 11:30 AM | Glen 203 | AP | Educational

Saturday | 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM | Glen 203 | AP | Educational

Have you ever wondered what anime the average viewer in Japan
watches? We’ll introduce you to anime aimed at the whole family that
airs during daytime TV blocks.

Do you want to get into K-Pop but don’t know where to start? We will
go through the basics, introduce you to a few groups and start you on
your journey into the exciting world of K-Pop!

Tim Gensey

Carolyn Jessop
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FFXIV Endgame (Extreme and Savage): Where To Start

The Ota Factor: Preliminaries

Saturday | 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM | Glen 206 | AP | Video Games

Saturday | 1:30 PM - 3:00 PM | Glen 206 | AP | Live Performance

Just finished Endwalker? Want to get into Extreme or Savage raiding, but
not sure where to start? Want to improve your DPS? We will cover all
this and more in this panel. Please look forward to it!

Are you in the mood to witness awe inspiring performances? Be amazed
by heart pounding, tear jerking performances in Otafest’s newest singing
competition, the Ota Factor!

Jona Jakobs

Amiibo Tournament!

Once known as Otafest Idol we’ve brought Otafest’s best vocalists to
compete against each other singing some of your favourite Japanese
songs. Who knows, perhaps we’ll be seeing you on stage next year.

Saturday | 12:00 PM - 1:30 PM | Telus 102 | 14P | Video Games

Official Otafest Content

It’s back! Another Amiibo tournament! Train your favourite amiibo and
have them duke it out in virtual mortal combat, until one reigns supreme!

Cosplay Skit & Fashion Show

Belle Lewis

Wheel Of Anime
Saturday | 12:30 PM - 2:00 PM | Glen 208 | AP | Game Show
The wheel is back. Come take a spin, buy vowels, and solve the puzzles as
we play our version of “America’s favourite game show”.
Aaron Sebastian

Pokémon Jeopardy
Saturday | 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM | Glen 205 | AP | Game Show
What is the greatest gaming show crossover at Otafest? Trick question,
that’s actually the answer! Come join your friends and fellow Pokémon
trainers as you compete in this Pokémon-themed take on the classic
game show of Jeopardy to have a shot at your choice of prizes!
Flex that Pokémon knowledge of yours as you take this challenge to show
that you are a Pokémon trivia master! Just remember, all answers have to
be in the form of a question.

Saturday | 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM | Main Events | AP | Cosplay
Walking around Otafest, everyone will see the glamorous cosplays,
but how about a show dedicated to them? Musical performances and
entertaining skits only help to enhance the awe inspiring works of
cosplayers and designers.
Here at the Cosplay Skit Contest and Fashion Show everyone can enjoy
the hard work and showmanship of our contestants. If that wasn’t
enough one can truly see the skill of the craft with our guest judges finely
reviewing the outfits and the photos our contestants pose in.
Take your seat and partake in a show of skilled crafters, dancers,
musicians with unrivaled prizes on the line and perhaps one will find
inspiration in these works for their own creative endeavour.
Official Otafest Content

Small Business Banking for Entrepreneurs
Saturday | 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM | Telus 102 | AP | Educational
Educational panel on Small Business banking for entrepreneurs and the
aspect of arts and culture.

Official Otafest Content Hosted by the Pokémon League

Industry Guest Joshua Parent (ATB Financial)

Name That Scream

Convention Horror Stories

Saturday | 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM | Telus 103 | AP | Other - Anime clips and
Quiz

Saturday | 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM | Glen 201 | 14P | Educational

How well do you know your anime? Can you guess a character just based
off a voice line? Or do you just want to have a good laugh? Come watch
what anime has to offer.
Jonathan Mah

Ever experience a creepy encounter or an embarrassing convention
moment you just have to share? We want to hear from you! From cosplay
wardrobe malfunctions to GLOMPING, we’ve seen it all kid.
Sarah Ramen

Monster Hunter Lodge
Saturday | 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM | Telus 103 | AP | Video Games
The Monster Hunter Lodge is a meeting place for anyone who plays
Monster Hunter Rise, Stories 2 or Generations Ultimate. Bring your
Switch and join others in any hunts you need!
Official Otafest Content Hosted by Jeffrey Livermore
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Interactive Radio Drama Experience

Fake Artist Goes to Otafest

Saturday | 2:30 PM - 4:00 PM | Glen 205 | 14P | Live Performance

Saturday | 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM | Glen 208 | AP | Game Show

Join local voice Actors Nancy Situ and Mike Anthony and help them
perform an original Radio Play! Learn about Voice Acting and what it
takes to perform a Radio Play!

The Fake Artist returns! Based on a popular Japanese game, players take
turns collectively drawing a picture, but one doesn’t know what the
drawing is supposed to be. Will they get caught?

Official Otafest Content Hosted by Mike Anthony & Nancy Situ

Paul Kangas

Anime Feud: Otafest vs Animethon

Gunpla Speed Build - Goku Kaio Ken

Saturday | 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM | Glen 208 | AP | Game Show

Saturday | 4:30 PM - 5:30 PM | Glen 205 | AP | Other - Race

The staff members of Otafest & Animethon battle it out once again for
glory and gloating rights an anime themed session of Family Feud!

Gundam Teams Fearless Leader Derrick goes head to head with all other
attendees building the iconic Goku from Dragon Ball!

Official Otafest Content Hosted by Brendan Hunter

Official Otafest Content Hosted by the Gunpla Hangar

Hanging Out with Crunchyroll

Waifu or No Waifu

Saturday | 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM | Glen 203 | 14P | Other

Saturday | 5:00 PM - 6:30 PM | Glen 206 | AP | Game Show

Come and hang out and let us know what is on your mind. Nothing
is sacred, ask about the office in San Francisco, what it’s like to be on
the road, or even ask a thing or two about anime. Just keep in mind,
some things cannot be unheard, and some questions don’t always have
answers.

Deal or No Deal featuring your favourite waifus! Three rounds of finding
out if your waifu is trash or cash, with two from recent titles and a third
nostalgia edition. P.S. Your waifu is trash :3

Industry Guest Crunchyroll

How to be a Con Artist

Zapp’s Spaceship of Love: Critical Fail!

Saturday | 7:00 PM - 8:00 PM | Telus 103 | AP | Educational

Saturday | 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM | Glen 206 | 14P | Live Performance

Do you want to sell your work at conventions? Are you interested in
Artist Alleys? Check out this panel to learn more about how to make that
dream come true and become the best con artist you can be!

Do you like D&D? Do you hate D&D? Do you not care either way and
just see a bunch of nerds embarrass themselves? Join our session where
we take YOU, the audience, through a diceless improv D&D game!

Vanessa Wang

Duchess Celestia

Donald Evans

Pokémon Unite Tournament

Retro Gaming 101: The Past is the Future

Saturday | 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM | Glen 205 | AP | Video Games

Saturday | 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM | Telus 102 | AP | Video Games

Gather your friends or other Pokémon trainers and make your team to
compete in Pokémon’s newest addition to the MOBA genre! Show off
your skills as your favourite Pokémon while you and your team fight your
way to the top of this tournament!

Dust off those cartridges and warm up those CRTs! Whether you’re just
dipping your toe into the classics, or passionate about preserving gaming
history, or love modding, all retro gamers are welcome!
Official Otafest Content Hosted by Alfred Lim

Prizes and glory await those who are able to prove that they have what it
takes to dunk their way to victory.
Official Otafest Content Hosted by the Pokémon League

Fan Meetups Present: Mind Melting Disney Trivia
Saturday | 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM | Telus 103 | AP | Game Show
Join Fan Ambassadors for a truly mind melting Disney Trivia game. Win
some Fan Expo prizes and test your knowledge on all things Disney. How
well do you know your Disney movies? How about music? Parks? You
name it this trivia will have it.

Beginner Japanese
Saturday | 6:00 PM - 7:00 PM | Glen 208 | AP | Educational
“Nihongo wa sugoku tanoshii desu yo!” Wait, what? Join us for a quick
introductory crash-course of the Japanese language.
Brit Bacon

Teigan Blondin
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Name that Tune: Nostalgia Edition Reboot

Gunpla Hangar Movie Night: G Savior

Saturday | 7:00 PM - 8:00 PM | Glen 206 | AP | Game Show

Saturday | 8:30 PM - 10:00 PM | Glen 206 | MP | Movie

We’re back! It’s time to test your anime theme song knowledge. It doesn’t
matter if you’re a sub or dub fan we’ve got something for everyone.

Do you like laughing at bad anime movies? If you do, come join the
Gunpla Hangar team in watching the first live-action Gundam disaster
piece G-Saviour in its full 1999 Canadian film making glory.

Official Otafest Content Hosted by Ris Schultz

Official Otafest Content Hosted by the Gunpla Hangar

Content Creation Journey (TBD)
Saturday | 7:00 PM - 8:00 PM | Telus 103 | 14P | Educational
Misc Information and topics on becoming a content creator. The do’s and
don’ts our team has discovered along the way. Q&A around growing your
own platform.
Industry Guest Joshua Parent (ATB Financial)

The Ins-and-Outs of Visual Novels
Saturday | 8:30 PM - 10:00 PM | Telus 103 | 18+ | Educational
Want to get into VNs? Then, I got you covered! Be prepared to learn
about tips and tricks, various community resources, and a dumpster full
of memes…even some lewd ones.
Kaykeiokay

Crunchyroll: Anime Confessions [18+]
Saturday | 7:00 PM - 8:00 PM | Glen 201 | 18+ | Others - Discussion
Prepare your ears for real anime confessions! The odd, the strange, the
things only fellow Otakus would understand or confess to. Want to lift a
burden off your chest?
Drop off your own confessions at the Crunchyroll confessions box at
the Crunchyroll booth or Before the start of (a box awaits you) the
confessions panel. No judgment! Or, maybe a little.
Online Confession Submissions:

Anime Caption This
Saturday | 9:00 PM - 10:30 PM | Glen 208 | MP | Game Show
Pictures, screenshots, cels, photo bombs, and so much more. Get ready to
meme, social network, and caption some hilarious and awkward pictures
in Anime Caption This!
Theodore Buur

Final Fantasy XIV Abridged Beyond Reason
Saturday | 9:00 PM - 10:00 PM | Telus 102 | 14P | Video Games

https://forms.gle/2UWY7zHP3bhUSJa88

Industry Guest Crunchyroll

Come join us for a rather spoiler heavy look at the world of Eorzea! We
will go over the plot in such a way that it is almost unrecognizable, or at
least abridged beyond the point of reason.

Introduction to Japanese Mahjong

Tyson Fish

Saturday | 7:30 PM - 8:30 PM | Glen 208 | AP | Educational
Do you want to learn how to play Japanese Mahjong? Join us as we go
through the history, rules, and basic strategy of Mahjong. Drop by and
learn about one of the oldest tabletop games in the world.

Maybe Buy Dogecoin! The Meme Market Rises
Saturday | 9:30 PM - 10:30 PM | Glen 205 | 14P | Educational

Hayden Pozniak

Buy fresh, Sell dank! Have you ever wanted to enter the meme economy,
but don’t know where to start? This panel will introduce you to the
basics of the meme market and meme pricing!

The Dating Game: Genshin Impact Edition

Tim Gensey

Saturday | 8:30 PM - 10:00 PM | Glen 201 | 14P | Game Show
Welcome to Teyvat’s ONLY dating game! Featuring characters from the 3
nations of Mondstat, Liyue, and Inazuma. Do you think you have what it
takes to win the hearts of these characters?
Megan Florence

Obey Me! House Of Lamentation 18+ Game Event
Saturday | 10:30 PM - 12:00 AM | Glen 201 | 18+ | Other - Games, Q&A,
Roleplay
Join the Obey Me! Demon Brothers for some games, Q&A, and other 18+
content! Win Obey Me! related prizes! THE GREAT Mammon has gone
through some great lengths to obtain these prizes for the panel!
C-World Productions
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Yaoi Panel

Mobile Suit Mommy Issues: A Freudian Analysis

Saturday | 10:30 PM - 12:00 AM | Glen 206 |MP |Educational

Saturday | 11:00 PM - 12:00 AM | Glen 203 | 14P | Educational

Come one, Come all! to the Yaoi Panel! Let’s learn about Yaoi together.
Explore Chinese and Japanese genre’s and play some fun games! We look
forward to seeing you soon!

Have you ever noticed Gundam gets a little... weird at times? In this
panel, we’ll break down common themes of sexuality and motherhood
that permeates Mobile Suit Gundam through Freudian analysis.

Yukirin

Tim Gensey

Anikurafest -Otafest Stage-

Name That Scream 2

Saturday | 10:30 PM - 12:00 AM | Telus 102 | 18+ | Live Performance

Saturday | 11:00 PM - 12:00 AM | Glen 205 | MP | Other - Anime Clips
and Quiz

Come join us as we bring the anikura experience to Calgary as our DJs
and VJs bring to you non-stop and original tracks from various anime,
console games, seiyuu artists, and visual novels!

If you like the first Name That Scream come enjoy the sequel. New
questions and new clips.

Jason Chee

Jonathan Mah

Nefariously Bad Fanfic Theatre

The Chidori that Electrified the West

Saturday | 10:30 PM - 12:00 AM | Telus 103 | MP | Other - Comedy/
Fanfic Reading

Saturday | 11:00 PM - 12:00 AM | Glen 208 | 14P | Educational

Join me as I read the most horrendously written fan fiction the Internet
has to offer! I’ll ruin your nostalgia in 90 minutes or less.

You can Naruto run from your weeaboo past, but you can’t Naruto hide.
Robin Forgues

Melissa Noel

Show this promotion between may 20 –22,
2022 at sensei, Calgary’s only Bao and
Cocktail Bar, and receive 10%* off your
meal. located at 1520 14th Street Sw.
reservations at www.senseibar.ca
*not applicable to golden hour and other promotional items
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Annual Otafest Weiss Schwarz Tournament

This is the MILGRAM

Sunday | 10:00 AM - 1:30 PM | Glen 202 | 14P | Other - Card Game
tournament

Sunday | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM | Telus 103 | 14P | Educational

Weiss Schwarz is the anime card game about anime! With popular series
such as Attack on Titan, Sword Art Online, and Hololive Production, see
how your favourite anime characters fare against series!
Chris Chow

Created by DECO*27 and Takuya Yamanaka, this interactive music project
MILGRAM is set in a mysterious prison, which houses 10 prisoners.
Uncover the truth and decide who is guilty for their sins.
Brittini Horning

Hakuouki: Panel of the Shinsengumi

Japan Budget Travel
Sunday | 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM | Glen 203 | AP | Educational
Dreaming of visiting Japan but concerned about the cost or logistics?
Worry no more! We’ll cover all the details of planning an unforgettable
trip to Japan, at a price that won’t break the bank :)
Tommy Oliver

Sunday | 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM | Glen 201 | AP | Educational
For fans of the Shinsengumi and Hakuouki alike! Join some of your cast
favourites for trip through time in a history lesson all about the Wolves
of Mibu.
Brit Bacon

Final Fantasy: A Celebration of Music

Genshin Impact Fan Appreciation
Sunday | 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM | Glen 205 | AP | Other - Gameshow/
Cosplay meet
From mini games to cosplay meetups, come join fellow travelers for a get
together to appreciate the game that blew up over the past year!

Sunday | 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM | Glen 203 | AP | Educational
Are you a Final Fantasy fan? Join me in celebrating the music that is an
integral part of this legendary series.
Jeff Colborne

Jenny Lau

Gundam Tales

Anime Things

Sunday | 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM | Glen 205 | 14P | Other - Interview/
Discussion

Sunday | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM | Glen 206 | AP | Game Show
Things you wouldn’t expect a Transformer to turn into. Things Edward
Elric should never transmute. Things a Pokémon Trainer should never
shout out during a battle. Come check out all our Anime Things!
Paul Kangas

Does your Gunpla build have a story so amazing that you want to share
it with others? Come up to tell and share with like-minded individuals to
have a discussion with the hosts and other attendees!
Official Otafest Content Hosted by Gunpla Hangar

The Ota Factor: Otafest Singing Contest Finals

Otafest Iron Cosplay

Sunday | 12:00 PM - 12:30 PM | Main Event | AP | Live Performance

Sunday | 10:00 AM - 11:30 PM | Glen 208 | AP | Cosplay
Do you think you have the (iron) will for cosplay? Come prove it in this
ultimate test of your cosplay resourcefulness! In this fun competition,
team up and use the outrageous materials provided to you, to create the
ultimate cosplay and show it off to the admiring audience!
Official Otafest Content Hosted by Linda Yan

Are you in the mood to witness awe inspiring performances? Be amazed
by heart pounding, tear jerking performances in Otafest’s newest singing
competition, the Ota Factor! Once known as Otafest Idol we’ve brought
Otafest’s best vocalists to compete against each other singing some of
your favourite Japanese songs. Who knows, perhaps we’ll be seeing you
on stage next year.
Official Otafest Content

Dance Dance Revolution!
Sunday | 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM | Telus 102 | AP | Video Games

Anime Name Game

The arcade classic from the PS1/PS2 era returns! Pay a visit and show off
your skills to everyone! Please take off your shoes before using the dance
pads, socked feet preferred.

Sunday | 12:00 PM - 1:30 PM | Glen 206 | AP | Game Show

Dennis Lowe

It’s the anime version of Celebrity Name Game, back for another year!
Bring a partner and challenge yourselves to the fast-paced name guessing
game that everyone loves!
Aaron Sebastian
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Lolita Fashion History

Bringing Your Ita-bag Dreams to Life!

Sunday | 12:00 PM - 1:30 PM | Telus 102 | AP | Educational

Sunday | 1:30 PM - 2:30 PM | Telus 103 | AP | Educational

Come learn about the history of Lolita fashion from Lolita brand’s origins
to predicting what the future of Lolita fashion will be.

Let everybody know how much of a nerd you are by creating a portable
merchandise shrine! Whether you are an Ita-bag beginner or veteran we
can help bring yours to the next level!

Doan Hoang

Ema LeBlanc-Hubert

Character Writing 101: Fanfic
Sunday | 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM | Telus 103 | 14P | Educational
Are you a fandom old? Brand new? A fanfic writer who’s written over
100,000 words? Never written a thing? This panel is for you! Come talk
with me about fanfic, characters, and the history of fanfic!
Zeph

Getting Started in Final Fantasy XIV
Sunday | 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM | Glen 201 | AP | Video Games
Interested in getting into Final Fantasy XIV? This is the panel for you!
I’ll go over the character creation, jobs you can play, crafting, types of
content, and even what you can do at endgame!
Tyson Fish

Beyond Godzilla
Sunday | 12:30 PM - 1:30 PM | Glen 201 | AP | Educational
Most famous for Godzilla, Toho Studios produced a wide range of strange
and groovy mid-century science fiction films during the 1950’s and 60’s.
Let’s talk kaiju, rocket ships, and Ultraman!
Cory Gross

Japanification Identification
Sunday | 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM | Glen 206 | 14P | Game Show
Do you have what it takes to guess what products/services these crazy
commercials are advertising? Guess correctly and you can win fabulous
prizes and the respect of your peers!*
*Not guaranteed!

Charity Auction Hosted by Brendan Hunter

Jordin Johanson

Sunday | 1:00 PM - 3:30 PM | Glen 208 | 14P | Other - Auction
Otafest is very pleased to support Skipping Stone as this year’s charity!
Bid for some of your favourite items to take home! Auction proceeds
are all donated to Skipping Stone, so help us reach our $5,000 goal with
auctioneer Brendan Hunter!
Official Otafest Content Hosted by Brendan Hunter

Queerness in Anime & Manga a Discussion
Sunday | 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM | Telus 102 | AP | Educational
The panel is a discussion on queerness in Japanese media mainly anime
and manga, and how the depiction of such has changed throughout the
years.

Idol Random Dance Panel

Alex Jensen

Sunday | 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM | Glen 203 | AP | Other - Dance Game

AMV Contest 2022 Winners

After a 2-year hiatus, what better way to get back into being an Idol than
with an Idol Random Dance Panel? Dust off your moves, because we are
diving right into dancing and moving!

Sunday | 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM | Main Event | AP | AMV

Noa Byers

Here you have it! The finalists and winners of the 2022 AMV Contest! The
showing and announcing of the contest winners is the most anticipated
event of the weekend, so get there early.

How to Break into Voice Acting: Local Style!

Official Otafest Content

Sunday | 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM | Glen 205 | AP | Educational

Pokémon Pictionary

Join Mike Anthony and Nancy Situ as they share with you what it takes
to become a Voice Actor in today’s market. Learn about the various
aspects of the business and have your questions answered!

Sunday | 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM | Glen 205 | AP | Game Show

Official Otafest Content Hosted by Mike Anthony & Nancy Situ

Have what it takes to demonstrate to your friends that you truly are a
Pokémon master? An art master that is! Come play this Pokémon-themed
game of Pictionary with all of your friends and other Pokémon trainers as
teams compete to see who has the most artistic flair for showing off that
they are true Pokémon masters!
Official Otafest Content Hosted by the Pokémon League
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Otafest Podcast Live

Pokémon Stuffie Stitching

Sunday | 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM | Telus 103 | AP | Live Performance

Sunday | 4:30 PM - 7:30 PM | Glen 205 | AP | Educational

Even with so much to see and do, anyone with a device connected to
the Internet can enjoy the welcoming voices and lively discussions of the
Otafest podcast! A unique slice of Otafest available only online.

Many Pokémon trainers go through the hassle of going out to catch
their partners, but why not make your partner instead? Come join your
friends and fellow Pokémon fans as you select a pattern of your favourite
Pokémon and stitch them together by hand!

Official Otafest Content Hosted by Jei Wong

Zapp’s Spaceship of Love: Otaku History
Sunday | 3:30 PM - 4:30 PM | Glen 206 | 14P | Educational
Come join our panel of Otaku Historians as we go through absurd yet
memorable moments in Otaku History, with most of us being just as blind
to the content as you are!
Donald Evans

Lip Sync For Your Life
Sunday | 3:30 PM - 5:00 PM | Telus 102 | 14P | Role Playing
Think you can Lip Sync? We’ll be the Judge of that as you Lip Sync for
your life.
Stacey MacEachern

All ages and skill levels are welcome as volunteers will demonstrate and
assist with the sewing techniques needed to make your very own partner
for you to take home! Limited seats are available.
Official Otafest Content Hosted by the Pokémon League

Azur Lane: Optimizing Your Ship Girls for Battle
Sunday | 4:30 PM - 5:30 PM | Telus 103 | 14P | Video Games
Commanders! We are back to help you make your teams stronger and
powerful. Come and learn how to make your fleets strong, breeze
through the Sirens, and make your Ship Girls appreciate you fast.
Official Otafest Content Hosted by Chris Borowski

Manga: The Origin and Evolution of Japanese Comics
Sunday | 5:00 PM - 6:00 PM | Glen 206 | 14P | Educational

Bootleg 101 with Jinnie
Sunday | 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM | Glen 208 | AP | Educational

Ever wondered where manga came from? What caused the medium to
become so popular? No one can agree! So let’s discuss it and find out
together. This panel does briefly discuss WWII so tread lightly.

Join anime convention circuit veteran, Jinnie McManus, and get some tips
and tricks on how to spot and avoid bootleg merchandise!

Mouse

Industry Guest Jinnie McManus

Lifestyles of the Twitch and Famous
Sunday | 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM | Glen 208 | AP | Educational

Crunchyroll: Notice Me Sempai
Sunday | 4:30 PM - 5:30 PM | Glen 203 | 14P | Game Show
What would you do to have Crunchyroll Senpai Hime notice you? Hime
has sent a representative to carry out the judging to see if you have what
it takes to be noticed.
Come prepared, if you are one of the chosen participants you will have an
opportunity to complete a task designed to see how creative, inventive,
impressive, or even just plain desperate to be noticed by Senpai.
Industry Guest Crunchyroll

New to Twitch? Curious about Twitch? Then come with me and step into
a world where raids are a good thing and we want you to talk for hours
about your favourite Genshin character.
Jeff Colborne

Let’s Karaoke JOYSOUND!
Sunday | 5:30 PM - 7:00 PM | Telus 102 | AP | Other - Open-Mic Karaoke
Come join us as we sing our favourite anisong/game song/idol songs using
the Japanese JOYSOUND karaoke system for the Switch! Also feel free
to clap, cheer, dance, and sing along!
Jason Chee
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Mystery Science Fanfiction

K-Pop Games

Sunday | 6:00 PM - 7:00 PM | Glen 203 | 18+ | Other - Dramatic Reading

Sunday | 6:30 PM - 7:30 PM | Glen 206 | AP | Game Show

In the style of Mystery Science Theatre, our panelists read some of the
worst fanfiction the Internet has to offer for their pain and your pleasure.

Come down and test your knowledge with fun K-Pop trivia and games!
We have a few prizes as well! No matter what groups you like, or how
long you’ve been a fan everyone is welcome!

Byron McIsaac

Carolyn Jessop

Bennett’s Adventure Team!

Closing Ceremonies

Sunday | 6:00 PM - 7:00 PM | Telus 103 | 14P | Cosplay
Join Bennett’s Adventure Team! Fun & games with many of your favourite
Genshin Impact characters. Maybe even ask them questions? Truth or
dares? We have snacks too ;) (Bennett has been praying for this day)
Allam El-Dib

Sunday | 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM | Main Events | AP | Key Programming
Together we’ll go over how much fun we’ve had over the weekend, our
guests will say their farewells, we’ll see some contest winners, and you’ll
get a sneak peek at some new surprises...
Official Otafest Content

Convention Horror Stories: Reloaded
Sunday | 6:30 PM - 7:30 PM | Glen 201 | 18+ | Other - Discussion
It’s back with a vengeance: Convention Horror Stories has returned to
Otafest! Come to hear gruesome tales from conventions past and share
your own.
Red

Feedback Panel
Sunday | 8:30 PM - 9:30 PM | Macleod E1 | AP | Other - Discussion
Let Otafest Staff what you think! We want your feedback and
constructive criticism about Otafest so we can make your experience
next year even better!
Official Otafest Content
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We hope you had fun and look forward to
seeing you next year at Otafest 2023!
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